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A little something different this time...because we are all
creators with works in progress.
When I started writing novels twelve years ago, I wrote using Microsoft
Word. It wasn’t a problem using MS Word since I initially wrote my stories in
a linear mode. However, once I started to revise and change the structure
of my stories, using MS Word became a hassle because I spent so much
time searching for sections in my manuscript. My stories were more than
50,000 words and using MS Word to rewrite became a chore. I had so many
MS Word files saved with not only dates but times since I would make
multiple changes in a short period of time.
At one point, I was really frustrated and I finally started looking for
solutions. There were several software products in the marketplace at the
time but they were hundreds of dollars each and mostly made for
screenwriters. Then, I met author Holly Black at the Nevada Mentorship
Program who showed me a software called Scrivener. She explained to me
that she’d been giving the developer at Scrivener constant feedback as to
what was needed to make the software more effective for authors. Back
then, Scrivener was only $20 (it's now about $50) and I thought it was
worth a try.
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Cynthia Mun has two decades of experience in strategic and product
marketing. As Vice President of Marketing, she worked in emerging
technology sectors in Silicon Valley and in hospitality in Las Vegas.
She launched the first e-Book and Pandora.com. That was her
previous career. Now, she writes MG and YA in coffee shops all over
the country whenever she can.
She is an active community advocate serving as Commissioner on
the Nevada Tourism Board and is Co-President of the Yale Club of
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The software is made for longer text writers mostly.
But if you’re a picture book writer, it could be useful to
keep all your research, ideas, and other info in one file. I
say it's easy to use; it does take time to learn, but it can
save you tons of time once you do.
The steepest learning curve for using Scrivener is to
think about chunking your story into scenes. When I first
started using the software, I would write my stories in
chapters; however, I learned that for revision, moving
scenes is much easier than breaking up chapters. So
now, I think in terms of building scenes. With one click, I
can move entire chapters to new sections, or move
scenes. Name changes are also easy with search and
universal replace. Some of my stories have many
characters, and Scrivener makes it easy to keep track of
them with the character section in the file. It also
creates index cards on a corkboard style view that I
really like to keep track of my story ideas. The whole
story is a tree of files that also gives me an overview of
my novel in one view and prints in whatever format or
layout I choose or design.
The software addresses everything a writer needs to
create a novel and makes it easier to do so. It also has
built-in project tracking. So if I wanted to set a specific
word count to write each day, it will tell me how I’m
doing. If I want to just write, there is a screen where it is
just a writing canvas that blacks out everything else on
my laptop. Maybe it’s not for everyone, but for me, it’s
been a lifesaver. I’m not paid by Scrivener; I just love
using this software when I write.

Nevada. Visit her on Twitter at https://twitter.com/cynthiamun.
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School Is in Session:
School Visits 101
by Ken Lamug

Getting started with school visits

What to present?

Part of your outreach as an author is by engaging the
audience through bookstore events, virtual presentations,
and school visits. These events raise your visibility, allow you
to connect with the child reader, and also help with book
sales.

Based on my research, there are three main sections that
help make a presentation interesting and engaging. These
ideas can be mixed and matched depending on your audience,
the age group, and the presentation goals.

How to make contact?
Right after I finished my middle-grade graphic novel Mischief
and Mayhem #1 Born To Be Bad, I jumped from creative mode
to outreach mode. I contacted bookstores, comic book
shops, and the Las Vegas Book Festival to get in their
schedule. It’s as simple as finding a contact person via the
website and sending them a query. If you contact them ahead
of time, it’s easier to get in the schedule. Nevada reading
week is another annual event (around February) that presents
a great opportunity for author visits.
You’ll want to let them know about your book, genre, reader
age group, and what you’re thinking of presenting. Make sure
to let them know your presentation time length and if there’s
any special equipment the venue needs to provide (drawing
demo, digital slide show, sound system, projector, etc.)

1. The informational section is where you introduce
yourself. You can talk about what inspires you to write,
your author’s journey, and personal stories that’ll make
you relatable to the audience. This is an opportunity to
break the ice, be funny and entertaining. As much as I
dislike the analogy, sometimes it does feel like you’re
doing stand-up comedy when presenting. I practiced my
presentation in front of the mirror, while I was driving and
even recorded myself so I can hear how I sounded. In this
section, you’ll also want to talk about your books (or even
do a book reading) and discuss how your idea came to life.
2. The education section is where you can impart a useful
teachable skill to the audience. A good example is talking
about how the creative process works, how books are
made, or how to create a book dummy. If you wrote a
book about a character who loves baking or builds robots,
you can talk about why that is significant and fun.
3. The workshop is the hands-on section where you get to
interact with the kids through some kind of activity. You
can do this by devising a project (the closer it relates to
your book, the better). A good example is showing the
kids your drawing or writing process or trying out some of
the ideas you explained in the previous sections. You can
also hand out worksheets that they can use to work on
the project (make sure to get approval from the teacher
first).
Lastly, make sure to set some time for Q&A. This is one of the
most fun portions of the presentation and a great way to hear
feedback from the kids.
For my presentation, I created a digital cartoon that can be
displayed on-screen for either in-person or virtual events. It’s
a great tool that I can easily tweak depending on the type of
talk I want to do. I highly recommend that you create
something similar for your school visits.

Getting paid for author visits
It’s not uncommon for authors to request honorarium/
payment for school visits and there are authors who do this
to supplement their income. There are many pricing
structures out there, ranging from a hundred to thousands of
dollars depending on the popularity of the author. Some
authors also require minimum book purchases for each visit.
Consider the venue's budget, your own time investment, and
your primary goals when pricing things out.
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These are just some ideas you can use to devise your own
author presentation and something that can be modified to fit
your personality and style.
Good luck!
Ken is the author/illustrator of the middle grade graphic
novel, Mischief and Mayhem #1 Born To Be Bad, and the 2020
NV National Book Festival title, Petro and the Flea King.
A professional dabbler, Ken has tried lots of things from
beekeeping, race car driving, filmmaking, to chicken
herding. More info at www.rabbleboy.com.
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Get Lost
in
Translation
An interview with Holly Thompson
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SCBWI Translator
Page
World Kid Lit's
Translator Resources

by Cindy Grace Lamug
What language do you specialize in and what drew you to translating?
Holly Thompson: My language is Japanese. I've lived in Japan for 25+ years, and I love
Japanese children's literature, which played a key role in my own Japanese language learning
path. SCBWI Japan, where I've served as Regional/co-Regional Advisor for a number of
years, has an active Translation Group, thanks to the dedicated efforts of founder Avery
Fischer Udagawa. I'll always be a writer first, but many of my books feature bilingual
characters, and our SCBWI Japan biennial Translation Days have been an inspiration for me
to take my own dive into translation.

How long have you been a kid lit translator and how did you get into it?
HT: My first enchantment with translation came through editing translations for the Tomo: Friendship Through Fiction--An
Anthology of Japan Teen Stories that I compiled to support teens in Tohoku impacted by the 2011 earthquake and tsunami.
Tomo contains 36 Japan related stories, ten of which are in translation. Working with the translators on those stories was a
motivating experience. Later, in 2016, I began my first book translation.

What changes have you seen in the realm of kid lit translations?

According to the
WriteRiders' Language Survey,
our members speak:

English
French
Farsi

German
Spanish
Tagalog
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HT: The major U.S. publishers publish alarmingly little children's literature in translation
—that is, they import few titles from other languages/countries, and this essentially
denies young readers the world. In recent years, thanks to the dedicated work of key
children’s book translators like Daniel Hahn, Lawrence Schimel, SCBWI Translator
Coordinator Avery Fischer Udagawa, the great folks at the WorldKidLit site and many
others, as well as the Mildred L. Batchelder Award, independent publishers like
Enchanted Lion that welcome translations, and the social media push to place
#TranslatorsOnTheCover, we are beginning to see more excitement about translation.
Translators have been advocating for their basic rights—copyright, compensation and
credit—for years now, and thanks to many volunteers, there is now a Literary
Translation Model Contract from the Author’s Guild to aid in negotiating contracts.
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American Sign Language

What is one thing that needs to change in translation for kid lit?
HT: We need more publishers and editors enthusiastic about and and committed to publishing translations! What if every
children’s book editor committed to accepting for publication at least one translation each year?

What is the best experience you've had with translation?
HT: After I translated a verse novel that is now seeking publication—Hikari Atsumete (Gathering Light)—about a middle
school student who finds herself both bullying and being bullied, I was invited by the author Miyuki Sugimoto to attend a
concert of new choral music selections in which several of the novel’s poems had been set to music. Hearing those poems
performed in a Yokohama concert hall while sitting beside the author was a deeply moving experience.

How do you find a new project?
HT: I write verse novels and picture books, so for translation I tend to seek out picture books or middle grade novels in
Japanese with lyrical writing or poetry. I also look for picture books that I think would have appeal to the U.S. market and
bring compelling stories and aspects of Japan to English-language readers worldwide.

How do you prepare for a project?
HT: Generally I’m drawn to a book that I’ve read about or heard recommended, or found in JBBY catalogs of book
recommendations and I skim, then translate the beginning. After that, I mull. If my enthusiasm increases after doing the
sample, I dive in deeper with that project.
Holly Thompson
(@hatbooks) is a
longtime resident
of Japan and
author of the verse
novels Falling into
the Dragon’s Mouth,
The Language Inside and Orchards, the novel Ash, and
picture books Twilight Chant, One Wave at a Time, and
The Wakame Gatherers. A graduate of NYU's Creative
Writing Program, she writes poetry, fiction and nonfiction for children, teens and adults. She teaches
creative writing in Japan, the U.S., and places in
between.
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What is the process of publishing a work in translation?
HT: Determine that the English language rights are available from the
Japanese publisher. Translate. Get feedback from critique groups—both
translators and writers. Revise, revise, revise. Seek out publishers who accept
translations. Submit!

What should everyone know about translated books for young people?
HT: Translations offer readers of all ages journeys to characters,
environments, cultures, and languages from around the world. Translated
literature reminds us there are so many ways of telling stories, and reading
translations opens minds and hearts.
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Snowflake Challenge Winners
WriteRiders & NV SCBWI thank The Writer's Block for
their support and generosity!

Happy

Congratulations to the winners of the
winter WriteRiders Snowflake Challenge.
They each receive a $20 gift certificate to use at:

Birthdays

The Writer's Block, an independent bookstore.

Carole
Gilman

Bonnie
Kelso

Sarah
Marriott

NV SCBWI

Celebrating in March
Curtis Ferlisi
Celebrating in May
Terri Farley
Celebrating in June
Parvaneh Carter
Michael Harley

© BonnieKelso.com

Remember to share your
BIRTH MONTH
with WriteRiders by clicking here,
and blow out the candles
with your fellow
NV SCBWI members!

Celebration Station
Robert Lee Murphy’s
frontier, historical novel,
Bozeman Paymaster: A Tale
of the Fetterman Massacre
will be released in
hardcover by Five Star
Publishing on June 22,
2022. Bozeman Paymaster
is the story of how, in the
nation’s drive to advance
Manifest Destiny, it
blundered into one of its
most distressing reverses.
Bonnie Kelso will be
illustrating IN A CAVE, by
Heather Kinser, set to be
published by Gnome Road
Publishing in 2023. Gnome
Road will also be
publishing Bonnie's NUDI
GILL picture book this
summer.

Linda Kay Hardie received an
American Rescue Plan grant
for $1,000 from the Nevada
Arts Council in February. Her
proposal was to write four
MG stories in six months.
And another reason to
celebrate:
Linda is currently getting traction on her contemporary
MG, which she pitched at the January NV SCBWI
members-only pitch session webinar with Kaitlyn
Sanchez at Context Literary Agency.
Psst! NAC still has ARP grants available, so apply now!
Jacci Turner's book Tree Singer is
now out on Audible. "The reader,
Barbara Bond, is fantastic!" Jacci
lauds.

Share your good news with Celebration Station!
Email writeriders@gmail.com or fill out this form.
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TweetWorthy!
by Shannon Cangey

Twitter quotes from writerly folks.
This issue’s TweetWorthy quote comes from
author Jenny Mattern.

“Find your people.
If you have a community of

Just Ask!
Send us your questions about kid lit
craft or the industry! Email
writeriders@gmail.com or use this form.
Dear WriteRiders:
I attended an event featuring an editor who is
normally closed to submissions but gave us a
window since we attended that event. Can I
submit a day or two late, after the deadline, if
I couldn’t make the deadline?

writers surrounding you, the

Yours,
Deadline Dasher

actual writing part will sort

Dear Deadline Dasher:

itself out.”
Her twitter handle: @JEngelMattern
Her bio: Middle Grade writer. Determined optimist.
Christian. @AuthorMentorM R8 mentee.
#MGwaves. Rep’d by Nicole Eisenbraun
@ClarkLiterary
Why you should follow her: Jenny is a Middle Grade
author who helps run the #MGHub. If you follow her
and the Middle Grade Hub, you will have access to

You can procrastinate on your writing if it does not
affect others’ boundaries, work schedules, and/or
cluttered email/query system. With the influx of
submissions that agents and editors receive daily,
there is no room to disregard their deadlines in their
gracious offers when they open a window for
participants of an event. When a writer does ignore
deadlines, not only does that person miss the chance
to submit, and may get added to a “disregarded the
rules list," but he/she also decreases the credibility of
the hosting organization.
So, please be mindful of deadlines and submit early, if
possible! If you simply cannot get a submission in on
time, watch for the next open window, contest, or
event. Best of luck!

tons of free info for MG writers – even free zoom
chats with agents and authors! An example of one
of their most recent free offerings was a zoom with
agent Rachel Ekstrom and her author husband Nick
Courage. After following her, let her know you’re
interested in joining one of their smaller groups, all
of which have fun names such as #OhMGs,
#MGpies, and #MGBees.
For additional information: www.jenmattern.com

Cindy Leopold Ritsko is the Las
Vegas Assistant Regional Advisor of
Nevada SCBWI. You’ll find her
hosting the "One Agent at a Time"
web series, contributing to LV Pet
Scene Magazine under the name
C.A. Ritz, or climbing a tree. Cindy has an A.A. in
Business, a B.A. with emphasis in education, and a
M.A. in theology, and she continues learning as a
member of Storyteller Academy. Visit her at
http://cynthialeopoldritsko.com/.

Shannon Cangey writes middle grade
fiction, tap dances, and loves anything
artsy-fartsy. She's been a member of
SCBWI for 8 years and leads the "Einstein's"
critique group (named for their meetup
location, although they are smart, too). You
can find her up early on Twitter with the
#5amwritersclub at @ShannonCangey.
Visit her at https://www.shannoncangey.com/
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A Wealth of Inspiration
by Phyllis Mignard
You don't have to go digging, like I did. The
replays of last year's workshops are found under
the Digital Video Archive link. "Developing YA
Characters," "Page Turning Plots," "Designing
Characters," and more—I watched them all.
At the end of each recording, I wrote down a
sentence describing one specific thing I had
learned. Then, I turned each sentence around by
restructuring it into a personal creative

© Phyllis Mignard

challenge. My writing is happily moving forward
again.

Our creative community
has many treasures.
Dig in digitally!

My next step is to check out the upcoming
SCBWI Regional Webinar’s link (also found on
SCBWI.org). There's sure to be a few gems in
that list.

Normally, I see the
beginning of the new year

Sometimes, it’s easy to

filled with new intentions.

become overwhelmed

However, this new year

A Trove of
Resources

started with me
struggling due to a
lack of creativity.

Check out these links for places to
uncover more inspiration:

To counteract my
inertia, I’ve gone in a

SCBWI Podcasts & Master Classes

different direction with
my stories and
illustrations. It wasn’t

The SCBWI Digital Archive
Regional Virtual Events

easy, but I completely
broke away from my usual
coloring book style of

SCBWI YouTube

with life’s drama. There
are ways to get past it
by utilizing the
many treasures
found within our
creative community.
Before these invaluable
finds, I never knew how
satisfying writing about the
younger me for the older
me would become.

NV SCBWI Events

illustrations. I started
writing stories based on
family memories instead

Phyllis Mignard, a long time

of my usual animal hijinks.

doodler, follows her passion of

The impetus for my change? I was digging
around on our NV SCWBI Facebook page and
discovered the archived SCBWI digital
workshops.
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crafting illustrated stories for
young readers. A member of
SCBWI for 20 years, she is
currently the NV SCBWI Member
Liaison. Look for her new
website in progress
www.phyllismignard.com.
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Author-ity
by Megan "JG" Kellermeyer

© Megan Kellermeyer

Fledgling

Bravery.
Taking that first step out onto the branch, seeing the
huge, deep world sprawled out before you, busy and
waiting.
Taking a breath. Spreading your wings and feeling
that stretch, that rush of energy.
Taking the leap.
It can be scary: putting yourself out there. Your work
is precious to you. What if you fail? What if no one likes
it? What if…?
It’s time to put away the what-ifs and let your work
take flight.
And if you start to fall?
That’s where we come in! When you feel low, when
you are scared, when you don’t feel like trying, talk to
your fellow SCBWI friends and members and we’ll help
you stay aloft. It’s why we are here. The SCBWI is a
network of creatives reaching for the stars at their own
pace, because their goals aren’t lofty and unreachable
stars.

They are beautiful dreams worth striving for, and
SCBWI members and friends are here to pump you up
so you don’t experience drag from imposter syndrome,
unsupportive significant others, or misfortunes trying
to hamper your personal achievements. We are here to
be a friendly altimeter, a boosting breeze, and
comforting wings.
Sarah Baker was just appointed as the new Executive
Director for SCBWI since Lin Oliver has stepped down
after co-founding the whole organization with Steve
Mooser fifty years ago. Talk about a brave leap! But she
is shouldering the responsibility and soaring us into a
new era with great ideas and welcoming all input. She
knows that this is not a solo flight. All of us working
together will make continuous improvements to
SCBWI’s design so that it can be streamlined,
aerodynamic, and fit to fly anyone closer to their author
and illustrator goals.
Now, fledglings, time to step out and flex those
wings!

Megan “Jade Griffin” Kellermeyer is the NV SCBWI Illustrator Coordinator. She's been writing
about far-off lands and people since her teens. Known online as Jade Griffin, she is both writer
and illustrator. Whether writing, drawing, or delighting in the screams of people exiting the
home haunt she helps put on every Halloween, Megan is constantly creating. Join her for
"Drawn Together" NV SCBWI's virtual illustrators' gathering (see www.nevada.scbwi.org for
more info) and learn more about her anytime at https://jadegriffinauthor.com/about/.

Pitch
& Pen
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Hey, you! Yes, you, Nevada SCBWI Member!
It’s YOUR newsletter, so YOU should be in it! Submit your article proposals
and spot illustrations to WriteRiders@gmail.com or use this form. Look for
specific calls on our Nevada SCBWI webpage or on social media @NVSCBWI.
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Spring Events & Contests
March
SCBWI The Lee Bennett Hopkins Poetry Award,
Deadline March 15

Recognizes and encourages the publication of an
excellent book of poetry or anthology for children and/or
young adults. This award for $1,000 is given every three
years to a book of poetry originally published in English.
Submissions open for books published in 2019, 2020, and
2021. https://www.scbwi.org/awards/grants/forauthors/lee-bennett-hopkins-poetry-award/

SCBWI Haunted States of America,
Deadline March 21

There are still open submissions for the remaining sixteen
states. Your story should follow this criteria: no more
than 1,300 words; appropriate for middle grade readers;
set in contemporary times; feature a locale or setting
specific to your state. And of course, it should be
delightfully scary! The following states are currently open
for submission: Alaska; Connecticut; Delaware; Hawaii;
Indiana; Maryland; Mississippi; Missouri; North Carolina;
Oregon; Pennsylvania; South Dakota; Tennessee;
Washington, DC; West Virginia; Wyoming. To apply:
https://www.scbwi.org/scbwi-scary-story-submission/

Crystal Kite Awards, Deadline March 21

The annual Crystal Kite Award is a peer-given award to
recognize great books from 15 SCBWI regional divisions
around the world. Submit your book for consideration at
https://www.scbwi.org/awards/crystal-kite-memberchoice-award/

"My Time" Fellowship for Parents, March 28

Writers who are also parents of dependent children under
the age of 18 are invited to apply. Work may be any literary
genre: fiction or nonfiction, poetry or prose, scripts or
screenplays. The successful applicant will demonstrate
literary merit and the likelihood of publication; however,
prior publication is not a requirement. The fellowship
winner will receive a one-week residency to allow the
recipient to focus completely on their work. A $400
stipend is available to cover childcare and/or travel costs.
Each writers’ suite has a bedroom, private bathroom,
separate writing space, and wireless internet. We provide
uninterrupted writing time, a European-style gourmet
dinner prepared five nights a week, and served in our
community dining room, the camaraderie of other
professional writers when you want it, and a community
kitchen stocked with the basics for breakfast and lunch.
https://www.writerscolony.org/fellowships

Always do thorough research
prior to applying for any
grant/contest/etc.
Remember to share your good news
with writeriders@gmail.com
or use this form!!
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SCBWI Work-In-Progress Awards, March 31

The SCBWI Work-In-Progress (WIP) Awards assist
children’s book writers, illustrators, and translators in the
publication of a specific project currently not under
contract. One winner will be selected in each of the
following six categories: Picture Book Text; Chapter
Books/Early Readers; Middle Grade; Young Adult Fiction;
Nonfiction (Anna Cross Giblin Nonfiction Award);
Underrepresented Fiction or Nonfiction (previously called
Multicultural). NOTE: Members may apply to the
Underrepresented Fiction or Nonfiction category in
addition to one of the others. Winning works will be made
available on a secure webpage and presented to a handselected group of editors for their consideration.
https://www.scbwi.org/awards/grants/work-inprogress-grants/

The Karen and Philip Cushman Late Bloomer Award,
March 31
The Karen and Philip Cushman Late Bloomer Award is for
authors over the age of fifty who have not been
traditionally published in the children’s literature field.
The grant was established by Newbery Award winner and
Newbery Honor Book recipient Karen Cushman and her
husband, Philip Cushman, in conjunction with the Society
of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. The winner will
receive $500 and free tuition to any SCBWI conference
anywhere in the world. (Conference tuition includes
tuition to the general conference, and does not include
transportation, hotel, and expenses.) Submit through the
Work in Progress grant link:
https://www.scbwi.org/awards/grants/work-inprogress-grants/karen-and-philip-cushman-latebloomer-award/

Don Freeman Illustrator Grant, March 31

Established to enable picture book illustrators to further
their understanding, training, and work in the picture
book genre. Two grants of $1,000 each will be awarded
annually. One grant to a published illustrator and one to a
pre-published illustrator. Submissions may be picture
book dummy or portfolio (for pre-published illustrators).
https://www.scbwi.org/awards/grants/work-inprogress-grants/don-freeman-illustrator-grants
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Spring Events & Contests
March - April
The Restless Books Prize for New Immigrant
Writing, March 31

Created in 2016 to honor outstanding debut literary works
by first-generation immigrants, awarded for fiction and
nonfiction in alternating years. The winner receives
$10,000 and publication by Restless Books. Candidates
must be first-generation residents of their country.
“First-generation” can refer either to people born in
another country who relocated, or to residents of a
country whose parents were born elsewhere.
https://restlessbooks.org/prize-for-new-immigrantwriting-guidelines-and-eligibility

Readers’ Favorite Book Award, Early Bird April 1

Accepts manuscripts, published and unpublished books,
eBooks, audiobooks, comic books, poetry books and
short stories in 150+ genres. Work must be in English. Fee
to enter; cash and publication prizes.
https://readersfavorite.com/annual-book-awardcontest.htm

Wergle Flomp Humor Poetry Contest, April 1

Spring Fling Challenge, April 1 - 3

Find a gif and write a spring-inspired, 150-word story.
https://sites.google.com/view/springflingwritingcontest

The Las Vegas Writers Conference (Virtual),
April 7 -9

Sponsored by the Henderson Writers Group, The Las
Vegas Writers Conference is for writers of all genres. Held
annually in the spring, this year virtually, and open to
attendees from around the world. Pitch sessions with
literary agents and editors are included in the price of
registration. Writers will have the opportunity for one-onone mentoring sessions with 2022 faculty members.
Member cost is $99, non-member cost is $149.
http://lasvegaswritersconference.com/

The Ann Whitford Paul—Writer’s Digest Manuscript
Award, April 10

Winning Writers annual contest for humorous poetry, 250
lines maximum, no restriction on author age. $2000 first
prize, $500 second prize, and 10 honorable mention
awards of $100. Entry via Submittable; no fee to enter.
https://winningwriters.com/our-contests/wergle-flomphumor-poetry-contest-free

Annual monetary award given for a Most Promising
Picture Book manuscript. *No application fee, but must
be a dues-paying member of SCBWI.
https://www.scbwi.org/the-ann-whitford-paul-writersdigest-book-award/

The Silent Book Contest, April 5

LGBTNPit is an annual twitter pitch event for queer, trans,
and nonbinary authors using the hashtag #lgbtnpit with a
special focus on trans and nonbinary people. (Don’t forget
that N in the hashtag!)

The Silent Book Contest annual competition invites
illustrators to think up and design a book conceived
exclusively for the telling of a story through illustrated
images, on any subject and intended for a wide and
diverse section of the reading public, regardless of genre
or age. An International Jury will select the finalists to be
announced and exhibited at the Bologna Children’s Book
Fair and at the Salone Internazionale del Libro of Turin.
Prize of 4,000 Euro as advance for copyright with
publishing agreement. The winning book project will be
published by Carthusia Edizioni. No fee to enter.
https://silentbookcontest.com/

#LGBTNpit, April 14, 8AM EST – 8PM EST

Amber Brown Grant, April 15

The Amber Brown Grant commemorates author and
beloved school speaker Paula Danziger. One school is
awarded each year with an author or illustrator visit and
new books to continue Paula’s love of connecting children
with creative influences.
https://www.scbwi.org/awards/grants/amber-browngrant/

BonnieKelso.com
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Spring Events & Contests
May - June
The Purple Dragonfly Book Award Contest, May 3

The Purple Dragonfly Book Award Contest is open to
books, eBooks, audiobooks, and marketing collateral for
children. We accept traditionally published, partnership
published and self-published books provided that they are
available for purchase and are printed in English. $65 fee.
https://www.dragonflybookawards.com/purpledragonfly

SCBWI The BIPOC Scholarship

Awarded each winter to ten Black, Indigenous, and People
of Color. Five will be reserved for BIPOC women. This
grant is generously sponsored by Christopher Paul Curtis
and covers full tuition to the 2022 SCBWI Winter
Conference. Submissions Open May 15
https://www.scbwi.org/bipoc-scholarship-winterconference/

New Voices Award

Submission window opens in May and deadlines are midsummer. Given annually by children’s book publisher Lee
& Low for a children’s picture book manuscript by a writer
of color or Native/Indigenous writer.

#MerMay, throughout the month of May

“MerMay is a month-long celebration of creativity,
community and above all… MERMAIDS.” Illustrator Tom
Bancroft-created, drawing challenge where participants
post original artwork on Instagram from May 1 - May 30
with the hashtag #MerMay2022.

Speculative Literature Foundation, Older Writers
Grant, May 1 - 31

The SLF $1,000 Older Writers Grant is awarded annually,
since 2004, to a writer who is 50 years of age or older at
the time of grant application, and is intended to assist
such writers who are just starting to work at a
professional level. Grants are to be used as each writer
determines will best assist his or her work. This grant will
be awarded by a committee of SLF staff.
https://speculativeliterature.org/grants/slf-olderwriters-grant/

National Picture Book Writing Week
#NaPiBoWriWee

Write 7 Picture Books in 7 Days! NaPiBoWriWee,
traditionally May 1 – 7 each year, was postponed and not
rescheduled in 2020. Updates will be posted here when
available. Hosted by children’s book author Paula Yoo.
https://napibowriwee.com/about/

#Kidlit Zombie Week

Are you ready to bring your dead manuscripts back to life?
Join 6 Ladies and a MANuscript on Twitter
(@6and_MANuscript ) for a week filled with inspiration,
discussions, and great prizes! Historically held in June.

North Street Books Self Pub Awards, June 30

Your self-published book can win up to $8,000 plus expert
marketing services.
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American Rescue Plan Grants - Nevada Arts Council
June 30
The American Rescue Plan Grant for Individual Artists
supports the production and/or presentation of artistic
projects across all disciplines. To offer flexibility to
artists and expedite funding, this grant is awarded on a
first come, first-served basis. Applications that meet all
eligibility and project requirements are awarded in the
order in which they are received while funds remain
available. Grants are $1,000 each. Grant funds are limited,
so early submission is encouraged. Open to individual,
Nevada residents, 21 years or older, who are nonstudents.
https://www.nvartscouncil.org/wpcontent/uploads/FY22-GUIDELINES-ARP-GRANT-INDFINAL.pdf

The Times/Chicken House Prize, June 1

The main prize is a worldwide publishing contract with
Chicken House with a £10,000 advance (subject to
contract). Our esteemed panel of judges will select the
winner from a shortlist of five complete fiction
manuscripts for children aged 7 up to Young Adult. The
winner will also receive an offer of representation from a
top literary agent. The winning entry will be the novel that
demonstrates the greatest entertainment value, quality,
originality and suitability for children.
https://www.chickenhousebooks.com/submissions/

The IET 150 Award

The IET 150 Award, sponsored by the Institution of
Engineering and Technology, celebrates the intersection
between creativity and science and will be awarded for a
complete fiction manuscript for children aged 7 up to
Young Adult that broadly explores or celebrates Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths. The prize is a
worldwide publishing contract with Chicken House with a
£10,000 advance (subject to contract) and an offer of
representation by a top literary agent.
https://www.chickenhousebooks.com/submissions/

Tom Howard/Margaret Reid Poetry Contest

Submit published or unpublished work. $8,000 in prizes.
Submit from April 15 - Sept 30. Enter via Submittable.
Length limit: 250 lines maximum per poem. No restriction
on age of author. The results of the previous contest will
be announced on April 15, 2022. Fee: $15 per submission
of 1-2 poems. Enter as many submissions as you wish.
https://winningwriters.com/our-contests/tom-howardmargaret-reid-poetry-contest

Cheltenham Illustration Awards, TBA, previously on
June 1
Administered by the University of Gloucestershire, UK,
the theme-driven annual illustration contest has prizes
for student entrants (18 years and older) and “Emerging
and Established” illustrators, which is open to newly
practicing illustrators and those who are more
established. Submit up to four images via WeTransfer. No
fee to submit.
http://www.cheltenham-illustration-awards.com/
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Nevada SCBWI
Mark Your Calendars
NV SCBWI Membership Scholarship - Deadline extended to March 31
Thanks to an anonymous donor, new and renewing NV SCBWI members can
apply to win one year's membership fully paid. Upload your 250 word (max)
essay on why the scholarship would be important to you at:
https://forms.gle/S5fLFMHgruUx9mp4A

NV SCBWI Virtual Hangouts
Catch up with other members via zoom. Free to attend, but registration
required: Click Here.
Sunday, 3/20 at 4pm PST
Saturday, 6/25 at 4pm PST
Wednesday, 9/14 at 8pm PST
Sunday, 12/11 at 3pm PST

Picture Book Critique Group (Virtual)
Meetings every other Saturday. See calendar at https://nevada.scbwi.org/ for
dates and link to the registration form. And join our Facebook Group at
www.facebook.com/groups/picturebooking.

Drawn Together (Virtual) Illustrator Creativity Sessions
March 29: Join your Nevada ARA and IC for a Sketch Sprint — an inspirational
sprint of three prompts to be announced at the event. Bring your media of
choice and be prepared to sketch away during each of our three 10-minute
sprints! You must register by March 27 to attend this event.

Thanks, as always, to our contributors!
Proofreaders: Megan Kellermeyer, Jenny MacKay, Cynthia Mun
Art: Bonnie Kelso, Jayne Leadbetter, Phyllis Mignard
Editor
Nazanin Ford has written and edited for a
variety of publications, but her first love has
always been fiction. She’s been an SCBWI
member since 2015, and took the role of
WriteRiders editor in 2021. She writes picture
books, middle grade, and poetry that revel
in the ordinary
magic of growing
up and embrace
her Persian
heritage. She's
lives in Las
Vegas with her
two daughters,
husband, and
Aussie
Labradoodle.
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Assistant Editor
Cindy Grace Lamug
is an artist,
dreamer,
storyteller, and
avid learner and
observer. Her
current focus is
writing picture
books with an
emphasis on Own Voices and mental health
awareness. Cindy is currently a Tagalog
Interpreter and has a B.S. in Business. She
enjoys arts and crafts, volunteering, hiking,
working out, and most of all, being a mom. She
believes experiences are lessons in disguise,
and a story is the best way to share it.
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